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h i g h l i g h t s

• Novel urbanization level evaluation model is proposed based on information entropy.
• Beijing’s urbanization level has ever kept increasing during 2005–2012.
• Contributions of economic and urban–rural development to Beijing changed most.
• Poor coordination of urban–rural development is largely existed in Beijing.
• We further discuss the objectivity and flexibility in choosing indicator network.
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a b s t r a c t

Urbanization level evaluation (ULE) is an important scientific basis for guiding urban man-
agers to make decisions. By introducing information entropy to describe the interactions
between all indicators, a holistic structural parameter ξ , its dynamic equation and self-
organizing feature map simulation technique are derived to describe the structural evo-
lution of the indicator network. In this way, a novel ULE model is universally proposed.
Then, we use the model to assess the evolutionary urbanization level of Beijing during
2005–2012. We calculate structural parameter ξ values of the indicator network with 35
microscopic indicators as nodes. The results showBeijing’s urbanization level has ever kept
increasing. Large increase of ξ values in 2008 and 2012 represented significant improve-
ments of urbanization level in these two years, while a rapid adjustment of urbanization
development occurred in 2010. Five meso-scopic subsystems as urban construction, eco-
nomic development, social development, ecological environment and urban–rural devel-
opment affected Beijing’s urbanization level in different ways. The radar chart of themodel
shows the contributions of economic development and urban–rural development to Bei-
jing’s urbanization changed most, while poor coordination of urban–rural development
largely existed. By showing Beijing’s ULE based on two analytical ways, we further discuss
the objectivity and flexibility in choosing indicator network. Finally, beyond the application
case, we discuss the universality and superiority of the new model.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the development of world urbanization has ever been rapid. In China, from 2002 to 2012, proportion
of urban population has increased with an average 1.35% annually, and reached 52.75% in 2012. Urbanization strategy
has ever been an important aspect of world economic and social development. Doubtless, accurate urbanization level
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evaluation (ULE) has played important guiding roles in better urbanization strategic development. The importance ofULEhas
encouragednumerous researches on themethods ofULEduringpast decades. At present, themethods used inULE aremainly
divided into two categories [1]. One is single indicator method such as population ratio method and proportional method of
urban land-use. Another is comprehensive indicator method such as AHP [2], fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method [3],
projection pursuit comprehensive evaluation and data envelopment analysis [4], principal component analysis and cluster
analysis [5], gray relational analysis [6], and so on [7]. Since urbanization systems are complex dynamic systems influenced
by many indicators or factors, single indicator method has some shortcomings in reflecting urbanization level objectively
and comprehensively. In contrast, comprehensive indicatormethod, which can take the effects of many indicators or factors
into account, has many advantages over single indicator method. Nevertheless, we still notice most existing comprehensive
indicator methods have many theoretical shortcomings and applicable restrictions. Two most serious problems exist for
most available comprehensive indicator methods. One is that they cannot mathematically–physically treat the interactions
between indicators. They are usually subjective in setting interactionweights between indicators. The other is that they have
not given a mechanistic definition of urbanization level from comprehensive indicators. Being incapable of mechanistically
treating the interactions between indicators and yielding a definition of urbanization level from comprehensive indicators,
these methods often encounter many problems in ULE.

Actually, relating to many aspects as economy, society and ecology, urbanization processes with urban-scale expansion
and urban population increase are open, non-equilibrium and nonlinear dynamical systems [8,9]. The ULE must then be
reflected by the synergetic features under the interactions between huge numbers of indicators related to urbanization
processes. Thus, to find a necessary road for us to go out of troubles faced by current methods of ULE, first, we need to
put forward a mathematical–physical method to reflect the interactions between numerous indicators. Next, a definition of
urbanization level from comprehensive indicators and an associated mechanistic model should be proposed.

Inmodern physics, thermodynamic entropy gives a useful description on the interactions between atoms ormolecules in
chemical–physical systems. Information entropy, as an extension of thermodynamic entropy, is a good parameter that can
well handle the interactions between indicators in complex systems that are not restricted in chemical–physical scopes [10].
Information entropy principle is an effectivemethod to characterize complex systems, and has been currently used to assess,
forecast and regulate complex systems in wide ranges [11–16]. It is a logical deduction that information entropy principle
may provide amathematical–physical description on the interactions between lots of indicators of urbanization, fromwhich
amechanistic definition of urbanization level from comprehensive indicators and an associatedmodel should be elaborated.

Focusing on the synergetic indicator network during urbanization process, this articlewould like to give a newmechanis-
tic definition of urbanization level. By introducing information entropy to characterize the interactions between indicators,
structural parameter ξ of the indicator network, its evolutionary dynamic equation and self-organizing feature map sim-
ulation technique are deduced according to maximum information entropy principle (MIEP). By considering the structural
feature of the indicator network as the urbanization level, we actually build a new mechanistic ULE model from the inter-
actions between indicators. Then urbanization level of Beijing is studied frommultiple angles to verify the feasibility of the
newmodel. Last, beyond the given application case, we will discuss the universality and advantages of the new ULE model.

2. A newmodel of ULE based on information entropy principle

2.1. A new mechanistic definition of urbanization level from the connotation of healthiness

Since humankind needs a healthy urbanization, urbanization level must be defined from the connotation of healthiness.
In qualitative phenomenal perspectives, a healthy urbanization level should be considered from ‘‘speed’’ and ‘‘quality’’ of
urbanization processes. We need to synthesize ‘‘speed’’ and ‘‘quality’’ of the processes to evaluate the urbanization level.
Beyond the phenomenal description, in a quantitative view, ‘‘speed’’ and ‘‘quality’’ of urbanization processes have to be rep-
resented by related indicators that can be numerically calculated. Conceptually, ‘‘speed’’ and ‘‘quality’’ of the urbanization
processes may include the performance of urban-scale expansion and population increase, urban quality promotion, infras-
tructure capabilities improvement, coordination performance of urban–rural relations, etc., which can be represented by all
kinds of indicators [17].

How will the indicators related to ‘‘speed’’ and ‘‘quality’’ of urbanization processes give a definition of healthy urbaniza-
tion level? It is noted that, urbanization refers to the process of population aggregation to urban areas, bringing expanding
urban coverage and associated economic and social developments. With the changes of economic, social and spatial struc-
tures, urbanization must be an evolutionary process induced by the dynamic interactions between many indicators in the
system. In this connection, healthy urbanization level should be defined as the synergetic development between all indica-
tors related to ‘‘speed’’ and ‘‘quality’’ of urbanization processes. This is a new mechanistic definition of urbanization level
including the connotation of healthiness.

The new definition, which is given by the synergetic development between all indicators related to ‘‘speed’’ and ‘‘quality’’
of urbanization processes, improves our understanding of healthy urbanization processes. Of course, in some ways, our
viewpoint does not seem completely new. Inmany available researches on urbanization system, it is generally accepted that
one single indicator cannot represent urbanization level at all. Healthy urbanization level is actually embodied as a holistic
body by concrete organic relations between the indicators. Unfortunately, despite these light-shedding thoughts, a much
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